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Whole new world of design possibilities with Dune,
now at Tile Depot
- Special tiles for special projects
Tile Depot has opened up a whole new world of design possibilities with the
introduction of a sensational, inimitable collection of unique, exquisite tiles by
Dune.
The invigorating collection is highly innovative, using natural and daring raw
materials in an exciting spectrum of colour, shape, size, texture and finish to
create aesthetical sensations and limitless design scope for modern homes, boutique businesses,
interior designers and architects.
At the pinnacle of modern design are Amitista and Agata, from the Litoterapia range of wall tiles in
authentic semi-precious stones. The natural energy emitted by minerals was used by ancient
civilisations to balance and harmonise the mind and body, today it is used in alternative therapy
and now the beautiful stones and their beneficial properties are available for interiors from Tile
Depot, in shapely sheets of 26x26cm.
Amitista is made up of transparent and translucent stones of grey
to purple in amethyst, one of the most valuable gem stones, which
brings energy, equilibrium and spirituality. Linked to the seventh
chakra, it purifies the body and mind, enhances understanding
and persuasion, acts as a sedative for pain and anguish and has
an affinity with the signs of Aries, Cancer, Leo, Virgo, Capricorn,
Aquarius, Pisces and Libra.
Agata contains opaque and translucent stones with a richness of colour from
yellows to dark browns and reds. The many therapeutic benefits of Agate
include the protection of the respiratory tract and throat; it carries benefits for
the skin and stimulates the sense of hearing. Agate contributes to peace and
equilibrium; is related to the brow, the solar plexus and the sacral chakras and
has an affinity with Aries, Taurus, Gemini, Cancer, Leo, Virgo, Libra, Pisces and
Aquarius.

From the stone range, Montblanc is a wonderful 33x27cm wall tile in stick mosaics of ice white
stone with depth variation for a captivating appeal, and pebbles in various shapes and similar sizes
in natural tones of brown and beige make up the orderly texture of Rio Onix.
Petroglyphe Bordeaux is part of the Petroglyphe range of
sumptuously decorated stone tiles, derived using words to
describe the graphic representations carved into the surface of
rocks and stones by our prehistoric ancestors. The charming and
luxurious Petroglyphe Bordeaux slate wall tile is 30x60cm in
refined dark brown with a rich gold pattern.
The Vitra range features amazing fusions using a synthesis of warm fabrics, sophisticated metals
and expressive wallpapers encased inside a tile of glass to protect and enhance its beauty. Pan de
Oro is a 30x60cm Vitra tile with a gold foil-like appearance, Krypton is a spirited 28x28cm tile with
a shattered glass appeal and Glass Mirror 28.6x30cm is made up of small stick mirror mosaics.
Iron Touch is a 30x30cm porcelain tile of mosaics with a silver metal effect using a selection of
dots, stripes, brick and weave patterns to create various textures and sophisticated depth for
contemporary rooms.
Amazonia Natura is from the trend creator’s ‘be natural’ range. The 30.2x30.2cm mosaic tiles are
made up of cut wood laid with the grain in an arrangement of horizontal and vertical lines, the
natural variations in texture and tone creating light and shadow and enhancing the charming
patterns of the wood.
Moon Shadow is an impactful and scintillating ceramic tile in 15x60cm of dark colour with a rainlike, lustrous and shimmering pattern.
From the Materia range, Planetarium is characterful and fun in
27.6x27.6cm tiles of glossy pebbles in black, white, gold, grey,
metallic’s and striking blues. Using plain, lustrous, intricately
patterned, glass, stone and hammered effect tiles in a mosaic
of one colour tone, Hermes glows in browns and bronze,
Poseidon rouses calm in cool blues from silver to navy, Atenea
is rich in sumptuous reds and Solomon is graceful in gold.
The full spectrum of choice, including border and listelo tiles, is on display and available to order instore now at Tile Depot, the UK’s largest independent tile and stone retailer with 15 stores, in
Aylesbury, Basingstoke, Bedford, Crawley, Cricklewood, Edgware, Greenford, Hanwell, High

Wycombe, Milton Keynes, Slough, Uxbridge, Watford, Wembley and Whetstone. For further
information, visit www.thetiledepot.co.uk or call 08000 740720.
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Note to Editors:
Tile Depot is the UK's largest independent tile and stone retailer, with 15 stores across London and the South East and a
comprehensive range of ceramic, porcelain and natural stone tiles, borders and mosaics, along with wooden flooring,
under floor heating and all associated tools, after care products and accessories, Bathrooms are also available in
selected stores and will soon be available on the web site. Stores are located in: Aylesbury, Basingstoke, Bedford,
Crawley, Cricklewood, Edgware, Greenford, Hanwell, High Wycombe, Milton Keynes, Slough, Uxbridge, Watford,
Wembley and Whetstone, and you can also purchase online at www.thetiledepot.co.uk.
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